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The IES UI’s Guidance of IES Users

The sections III.1 & III.2 present using the IES in rehearsing resp. arguing
mode. Section III.1 describes a user’s check-in with the IES. Thereafter, the
user may toggle between running any ETCI’s FSTP-Test in inC-mode or
crC(-only)-mode (again selectable by the TOGGLES button) – starting it in
crC˄rehearsing mode and then stepwise upgrading it to inC˄arguing mode.

The purpose of this section is not to acquaint the reader with IES-/FSTP-Technology – this is done by sections I and II of this book. I.e., in detail all notions it
uses are introduced there, complemented by the REMARKs below. Its user
manual type presentations assume the reader has already achieved at least
some basic familiarity with the philosophy underlying the FSTP-Test and the
IES hosting it. This book’s presentations are greatly facilitated by the IES’s anytime available court case reports/critics and context sensitive q/a systems.

In rehearsing mode, the UI is structured into the 2 FSTP-Test modules – III.1.1
“An ETCI’s claim interpretation”, III.1.2 “This ETCI’s claim construction” – and
an additional administrative ETCI module III.1.3 “Managing this ETCI & Navigating in it”. Any of these 4 modules is extendable for an ETCI user by
context containers for this ETCI’s stages of designing, drafting, prosecuting,
continuing, litigating, or licensing it (selectable by TOGGLES). These 4 functionally totally heterogeneous but tightly interwoven modules and all their context
extensions are implemented such that any input/modification in one of them
(being possible only in IES rehearsing mode) – executable by a single but exchangeable user, then in writer mode – may instantly be displayed with ●all IES
users (then in reader mode) of this ETCI’s SPL test, and with ●all its ETCI-DS
components. Thus, the UI at any time ●guarantees the integrity of the ETCIDS and ●enables enforcing synchrony of all IES users whenever needed.

For an SPL expert of some IT familiarity, this user interface (“UI”) is functionally
evident, as instantly recognized at the first glance at its Table of Contents. Yet,
it would be hard for her/him to grasp this SPL test of an ETCI by its FSTP-Test
– for learning how to use it correctly – solely by tinkering on the UI of the IES.
I.e.: The purpose of this section III is to acquaint the IES user with being guided
by the IES UI in FSTP-testing an ETCI for satisfying SPL, be it in the IES’s
 “rehearsing mode” for analyzing this ETCI under SPL and thereby entering,
generating and/or modifying the resp. ETCI Data Structure components, or
 “arguing mode” for reasoning about this ETCI by leveraging on its ETCI-DS
– be it complete or incomplete –
whereby the user may toggle between both modes at any time.

In arguing mode, all the information in the ETCI-DS and its logical structure (as
automatically established during rehearsing mode and being the same for all
ETCIs) remains accessible for viewing to the users, then all in reader mode, by
default limited to synchrony or by the master allowed to leave it.

In both modes the IES may permanently be used by several users simultaneously, whereby IT’s “reader/writer” limitations are mandatorily imposed. Additionally, this concurrent IES use is dynamically controlled by its “master” user.

Being a version of a prototype description of the IES UI, the current one comprises only the key section III.1…. An overview about the UI’s arguing mode in
section III.2 is to become available before the middle of the year. Therefore all
these early descriptions of the IES UI are neither stable nor precise. “Friendly
testers” will get access to an experimental version of III.1… before year-end.

In both modes the IES permanently automatically prompts any user ●either to
enter an answer to at least one question asked by the IES ●or to select at least
one option it just presented to this user. I.e., any user is permanently UI guided,
whereby the user may overwrite this guiding prompt at any time by a command.
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IES Check-in by a User with an ETCI

REMARK III.1…: The description of the IES UI requires information, provided in REMARK
boxes, the representation of which in sections I and II is incomplete, as vastly UI specific or
easier to grasp in the UI context. Due to the mass of information to be managed by the IES, the
use of 2 large screens is highly recommended, just as always reserving the same segments on
them for any type of pop-up information – in case the user changes their default locations or
sizes – and using Internet Explorer 11/higher, or Chrome 46/higher, or Firefox 42/higher.
#1 The REMARKS are presented in fine print, as the reader probably would read them only
once and may have figured out alone most of their information. This ought to be kept in
mind when using the IES, as it incredibly simplifies then working with it.
#2 Each of the 4 functional UI modules in rehearsing mode is represented by several subsections, each covered by 1 or more screens providing access to IES/FSTP/ETCI items
with identically structured IES-names, “III.mode#.module#.testo.”, 1≤mode#≤2, optional
1≤module#≤4 and 9 testo’s (being identical to the 12 line identifiers test1(a),…,test1(d),
test2,…,test9 in the FSTP-Test in FIG1). The 4 separation points “….” are mandatory.
#3 In the following subsections, only 1 or 2 windows are shown per line of the FSTP-Test –
as evidently from the first one follow the other ones quite trivially.
#4 Any here missing explicit information about the IES UI will be construed intuitively/subcortically by the user when actually using this UI for SPL testing an ETCI.
#5 Most of the windows shown below prompt for only a single kind of input to be provided by
the user when he/she sees this window. And all of them provide this feedback to him/her
in a uniform way. Namely: Either automatically, showing the basic message conveyed by
this feedback information, or on request by the user (by clicking on the INPUT OVERVIEW
button) to report more details about this basic message – in both cases displayed in a
window, which appears automatically on the left side of the main screen and the headline
of which tells what it is currently conveying to the user. Due to their being totally
stereotypic, from subsection III.1.2.test6. on, they are shown only seldom.
#6 What REMARK III.1.x.y. tells is assumed to be known in all subsequently presented
REMARK boxes (though there sometimes being unnecessarily repeated).
#7 Names of windows/menus/buttons in the UI are shown in small capitals, of files and text
to be entered and alike in italics. Active buttons are shown in red, inactive ones in grey.
#8 There are local buttons with names having a common beginning. These have the same
location and the same functionality in whatever window they appear. There are also
global buttons. These have the same meaning/function in and the same location on any
screen, e.g. the LOG OUT button in the upper right-hand corner, or, left of it, the TOGGLE
buttons. The latter enable basically any user to switch the IES into the rehearsing/
arguing mode and/or crC/inC mode independently of each other by its drop-down menu.
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The IES’s rehearsing mode guidance of its user through the FSTP-Test of an ETCI is
supported by a broad variety of items representing such communications by buttons,
animations, markups in documents, … – as usual in today’s such communications.
By its IES-names the IES reflects, first of all, 3 kinds of basic items relevant for SPL,
being the same for any ETCI – as notionally/logically required for describing & analyzing
it precisely. For 35 USC these are: 1.) (ETCI-)elements Xin, 2.) Xin’s properties modeled
by any Xin’s A-crCin, and 3.) any A-crCin’s elementary constituents, E-crCink’s.
Any IES-name may be given 0 or 1 or several user-names by any user, any user-name
being unique in the ETCI and known to any IES user FSTP-testing this ETCI.
What is dealt with by a name is indicated by a pre/in/post-fix index of this base identifier
denoting an ETCI item and/or an FSTP-Test prompt/action/… – below often exemplified
to be trivial; any item known to the FSTP-Test has a priori an IES given name, e.g.
III.1.1.test1(a)_crC0nk, …, of which context sensitive exchanges with an IES user may
use this pre/in/post-fix index only. Clicking such a name automatically may display, under
the user’s selection control, all its selected uses within the IES.
In the IES UI of the FSTP-Test, any of its lines is represented by one or several windows
(then identified by trailing Greek indices) – why the promptings are always numbered.
CONTINUE WITH XYZ forwards the user to the next item XYZ in the FSTP-Test, whereby this
next means – depending on the type of the item XYZ (being e.g. “document” ∨ ”element”
∨ ”property”) – to navigate in the ETCI to the next item of this type. I.e., within its N
ETCI-elements Xin=X0n, 1≤n≤N, 0≤i≤I=|RS|≥0, each Xin with 1 A-level property A-crCin
≡ conjunction of Kn E-level properties E-crCink, and its potential stack of I prior art documenti ϵ RS, in FIG2 shown as items within circle1 or circle2 on the resp. horizontal doc.i.
These identification conventions greatly facilitate using the UI by its buttons – by clicking
one of them once. The prompting indicator and its drop-down menu showing alternatives
is always located in the left upper corner. The philosophy of “default fixed locations” and
“default fixed sizes” of complementary windows is pursued throughout this UI.
A function represented by a button on one of the UI windows of some “context” is
assumed to be known also in any window of this context by its location, but may be user
renamed. Double-clicking it brings up a little menu for renaming it or resetting its name.
Any so identified ETCI and/or FSTP-Test item may be arbitrarily reiterated; any such
modification of an item is by the IES instantly applied to all its occurrences in the IES.
The left-hand side of most screens is reserved for information about the current ETCI
being worked on, separated by a bold vertical line, left/right shiftable by the user – separating the left user feedback area from the right user operations/input area.
The red location indication – in the left window’s FSTP-Test window – shows which
context the current input window refers to.
This IES UI is, first of all, designed to enable basing any reasoning to be arbitrarily precisely (e.g. mathematically) definable, by separating its functions’ intentional definitions
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from their actual definitions by the ETCI’s disclosures – which enables using “models” on
which to base such precise definitions.
The ETCI’s SPL test sometimes requires – and hence also the FSTP-Test – that of ETCI
items their noncreative E-ncrCs are ignored (in FIG1 claim interpretation indicated by
these items’ names post-fixed by “’’” ) or their E-leCs (there indicated by the post-fix “’#”).
Trusting that the reader would correctly recognize where these omissions are in place, for
simplicity both post-fixes are often left away.
The COM(ETCI) and COM(TT0) are the combinations of the resp. elements of E-crC into
the resp. elements of A-crC describing ETCI resp. TT0 – exactly as required by the
Supreme Court’s Alice decision.
If the semantic height of the ETCI also is to be determined by test7-test9 in FIG1, then
evidently prior to starting the KSR-test (not applicable in claim construction, just as test7)
RS is to be input by the user – the same way as ETCI in test1(a).
This IES UI is designed to extremely stereotypically prompt the user – all promptings
being highlighted – as this allows embedding it into an also stereotypic context. This
stylistic feature of the IES UI, never before by another UI leveraged on to this extent and
consequentiality, is decisive for creating much comfortable trustworthiness for it – as it
enables the UI anytime to provide simple but informative feedback to the user (automatically or on user request), easily interpretable by her/him, what its meaning is.
This long list of connotations to be kept in mind when SPL analyzing an ETCI, shown by
REMARK III.1..., reflects our brain’s overstressing in this activity. By contrast, the
elaborations below show prompting and focused windows, presenting to her/him the
DS(ETCI) to be a clear/simple/stereotypic structure. Thus, especially all windows of the in
total 12 FSTP-tests, each in about 1 line, present the ETCI’s SPL test as a triviality. A first
quick overview about this IES UI is provided by the table of contents – showing that it
exactly mirrors the commonly known structure of any ETCI’s SPL test.

Window III.1…α:

User checking in with the IES

Window III.1…β:

Profile determination for the SPL test of an ETCI

Access to the CHECK-IN window to the IES is provided at www.fstp-project.com.
Any user by his/her check-in with the IES, i.e. his/her log-in to it, implicitly sets
his/her IES UI into rehearsing/crC mode. Thereafter and having started claim interpretation for an ETCI, this mode combination may anytime be toggled to other ones.
1.
2.
3.
4.

REQUEST CHECK-IN fetches the log-in information from the prototype IES.
CHECK-IN enables entering this log-in information.
REMEMBER ME saves it for future access to the IES (Window III.1…α).
PROFILE enables selecting an NPS (currently only the US one) and its key
documents needed by the FSTP-Test of the ETCI (Window III.1…β).
5
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An ETCI’s Claim Interpretation
All user-names of all ETCI items entered?

REMARK III.1.1.test1(a).: This subsection describes the prompting of the IES for the structure
of the ETCI to be SPL tested and for the user given names of this ETCI’s components alias its
creativity constituents, i.e. for ●the values of its parameters I,N,K, and names of ●this ETCI,
●its technical teaching/TT.0, ●its application/A*, ●its N ETCI-elements, and ●their “technical”
E-level properties of the A-crC0n, basically E-crC0nk, 1≤n≤N, 1≤k≤Kn (see the first 2 lines of
the FSTP-test1(a) in FIG1).
To this end, the IES uses the identification convention of REMARK III.1…#2
For the “A-/E-leCs”, sibling to the A-/E-crCs, see REMARK III.1.2.test2..
For allocating semi-formally & formally precise meanings to the ϵA-/E-crC see section III.1.3...
For credibility, this semi-formal meaning allocation must be performed by the user prior to
providing the confirmations required by the next III.1.1.test1(b).– which the IES annotates, just
as its confirmation by the pposc.
For uploading the files comprising this information – usually being just the patent (application)
at issue, sometimes also the prosecution documents – or alike see section III.1.3...

Window III.1.1.test1(a).α: Entering for IES-names further ETCI’s inventor given names

As long as the ETCI’s claim interpretation has not yet been started by entering
something about the ETCI, all the buttons are inactive.
1. By blinking, the red framed INPUT BOX prompts for all items of the ETCI
to be SPL tested and for (further) inventor given names for the items
of the ETCI at issue, as indicated by the IES-name in the GUIDANCE
button on all windows’ top frame line, left of the exit button.





SAVE turns red after any input. Clicking it shows these associated ETCI
user-names on the left side of the screen in the LIST OF ITEMS box.
OPERATIONS enables iterating this input.
LIST OF ITEMS, HISTORY, and IDENTIFIER, opens/ closes these boxes.
All input is automatically saved when prompting is overwritten by the
occurrence of a whatsoever event causing it.

Window III.1.1.test1(a).β: Entering for IES-names further ETCI’s inventor given names

6
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Are all A-crC0n’s correct conjunctions?

III.1.1.test1(c).

REMARK III.1.1.test1(b).: In the remaining subsections until III.1.2.test9. the user keeps
entering, when being prompted by the UI, as just shown in subsection III.1.1.test1(a)..
For the meanings of the A-/E-crCs, see REMARK III.1.1.test1(a).. The IES presents them
automatically or on user request, just as their user & pposc confirmations.
For the “A-/E-leCs” see REMARKs III.1.2.test2..
Once more: All the statements entered into the FSTP-test1 represent the inventor’s view of the
correctness of all aspects of the A-/E-crC0s – here of the disaggregation of the ϵ A-crC
into E-crC0nk – many of them to be confirmed if necessary, see subsection III.1.3..a.5.

Are ETCI# and TT0# novel&useful?

REMARK III.1.1.test1(c).: The statements that here the user inputs all require the “technical”
confirmation by the pposc.

1. Prompting the inventor’s statement why ∀A-crC0n, E-crC0nk, 1≤k≤Kn,
1≤n≤N, and ETCI#, just as its TT0#, are definite as seen by the inventor
(disclosed by the ETCI’s specification and/or its prosecution records).
2. Prompting the user’s statement why ETCI# is novel&useful and its
embedded TT0# is useful as seen by the inventor (disclosed by the
ETCI’s specification and/or its prosecution records).

1. Prompting the inventor’s statement that and why any input A-crC0n
is a logical conjunction of the already entered E-crC0nk, 1≤k≤Kn,
1≤n≤N, as seen by the inventor (disclosed by the ETCI’s specification or prosecution records).
 Prompting for A-crC0n comprises automatically showing any such confirmation already entered, and on request also the description of its meaning, both in windows on the left side of the screen.
 INPUT OVERVIEW enables checking all user confirmations for any A-crC0n.

Window III.1.1.test1(c).:

Window III.1.1.test1(b).: Entering the inventor’s A-crC0n’s disaggregation justification

7
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Biosig: Is this COM definite˄complete?

REMARK III.1.1.test1(d).:
The Biosig-test tentatively ends the claim interpretation of ETCI#=<TT0,A>#, iff the user
enters that the logical sum of all E-crC0nk completely and definitely technically
describes ETCI#. This redundancy check is possible and dependable only if the ETCI is
described completely by E-crC0nk’s. No such redundancy test of the technical correctness of the ETCI’s claim interpretation – mentally absolutely nontrivial, but exactly therefore highly dependable – can exist if the ETCI# is described by classical “limitations”.
The subsequent claim construction using this COM(ETCI#) would usually be begun by the user
after he/she has entered this Biosig confirmation. If the execution of the claim construction –
stepwise commented on, next – cannot be terminated successfully, the claim interpretation
must be reiterated with a modified COM(ETCI#), otherwise such an ETCI is assumed not to
satisfy SPL.
The intellectual SPL’s and US Constitution’s kernels of the Supreme Court’s line of unanimous
Biosig/Mayo/Myriad/Bilski/Alice/KSR/Graham decisions – agreed on in a different sequence
than that in the FSTP-Test, in total nevertheless absolutely logical/coherent – evolved with the
advent of ETCIs in the late 60s. In hindsight, what this ideal sequence would have been is
shown by the FSTP-Test. It namely focuses on the contributions, implied by the single ones of
these Supreme Court decisions, to a uniform and objective ETCI’s SPL satisfaction test.

Window III.1.1.test1(d).α.: Entering the inventor’s confirmation that COM (ETCI#)
correctly and completely describes her/his invention

As to its Biosig decision, quoting it by the end of FSTP-test1 logically indicates that it comprises
all its parts (a)-(d), as the MBA framework requires. It is this very refinement of the Biosig decision that breaks down its nonprocedural criterion – on a very abstract A-level of notional
resolution – into an executable test, by which an ETCI’s inventor is enabled to unquestionably
assess that its description by its alleged E-crC correctly and completely describes this ETCI.
For the “legal side” see module III.2…, especially REMARKs III.1.2.test2. and III.1.2.test8..

1. Prompting for the inventor’s confirmation that this COM(ETCI#) correctly and completely describes this ETCI# as invented by her/him.



The prompting comprises automatically showing any such confirmation
already input as to this logical sum of ∀ϵCOM(ETCI#).
The user may check his/her hitherto input also by INPUT OVERVIEW, LIST OF
ITEMS, HISTORY and IDENTIFIER, CONTROLPOINT, and HYPERTREE.

Window III.1.1.test1(d).β.: Entering the inventor’s confirmation that COM (ETCI#)
correctly and completely describes his/her invention

8
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This ETCI’s Claim Construction

III.1.2.test2.

Are all A-crCs and E-crCs lawfully disclosed?

REMARK III.1.2.test2.: This section describes the prompting for entering the seemingly freehand justifications that all elements of A-crC and of E-crC are lawfully disclosed – for the pposc.
Any such freehand justification of an ϵ A-crC and/or E-crC is a short sentence in natural language representing the user’s/pposc’s freehand legal argument chain (LAC) – quoting wordings
from e.g. 35 USC and/or precedential decisions (stored in the DS(ETCI)) – why the specification comprises the lawful disclosure of this ϵ A-/E-crC. This freehand legal argument chain is
the sibling virtual ϵ A-/E-leC to this ϵ A-/E-crC (A-/E-leC defined analog to A-/E-crC in FIG1).
Any freehand virtual justification is, sooner or later, “technically” supported by wordings/graphics from the ETCI’s disclosures, already entered and/or here and/or in III.1.3..a.5 to be
entered into the DS(ETCI) as markup items (= MUIs) of ETCI’s specification, for proving the
former’s applicability to the ETCI, thus completing such sibling pairs to A-/E-inCs.
For claim construction per se, prior art is irrelevant, i.e. RS=Φ, see REMARK III.1.2.test8..

REMARK III.1.2..: This section III.1.2.. describes the prompting by the IES for the outcome of
applying by the IES user the FSTP-testo to the ETCI, 2≤o≤9, i.e. for construing for the ETCI
under SPL test its claim construction, based on the ETCI’s inventor confirmed precise description by the ETCI’s COM(ETCI). The IES has built it up during the ETCI’s claim interpretation –
as required by the Supreme Court’s MBA framework – and stored it in its DS(ETCI).
This ETCI’s claim interpretation in section III.1.1.. – modeled by the FSTP-Test by its test1(a)test1(d) – meets the decisive requirement that the Supreme Court stated with its Biosig decision: Namely, the so determined COM(ETCI) of the ETCI describes the inventor’s meaning of
his/her ETCI – not somebody else’s meaning – completely and precisely, as §112 requires.
But this claim interpretation of an ETCI does not yet check whether this ETCI – due to its so
determined meaning – also meets the requirements stated by 35 USC §§ 101 and 102&103.
Thus, the claim construction for an ETCI’s COM(ETCI) must perform also these legal checks –
which is guaranteed by applying the FSTP-testo to the COM(ETCI), 2≤o≤9.
Thus, an ETCI’s claim interpretation and claim construction are two totally different steps of its
analysis for satisfying SPL, as a “first and second legal side” thereof – as explained next.
Up front: Just as the claim interpretation, also the following claim construction accepts any user
input as it is, i.e. does not check its truth (but just notes if the user cannot have used the right
information and whether the pposc or even an ET area specific expert allegedly confirmed its
correctness). The only exception is the “self contained” Graham test, FSTP-test9, automatically
and autonomously deriving an ETCI’s semantic height over posc and prior art – this automation
and autonomy being enabled by the test7 (E-crCs’ independence test) and test8 (E-crCs’ KSR
test). See the below REMARKS as to these 3 testo, 7≤o≤9. Automatically checking the truth of
the 7 FSTP-testo, 2≤o≤8, will gradually be enabled by semantic research – which unfortunately
will take several decades – and then replace confirmations by the pposc of user input.
I.e.: FSTP-test1 of section III.1.1.., i.e. the ETCI’s claim interpretation, can principally not be
performed automatically/autonomously, as based on querying the inventor for the meaning of
its ETCI. By contrast, claim construction is based on a precisely described/-able COM(ETCI)
and posc∪prior art, making this inventor enquiry obsolete – once semantics research enabled.
By the successful end of this claim construction for this ETCI, its DS(ETCI) completely and
correctly comprises all the information about this ETCI (as entered by the user), i.e. all ETCI
items and all relations between them and the SPL resp. pertinent SPL precedents. All this
information is, on whatsoever related request, instantly and concisely retrievable/presentable.
This presumes that, for dealing with an ETCI’s “second legal side”, all relevant information –
especially 35 USC SPL and pertinent court decisions on ETCIs – are comprised a priori by the
IES, otherwise they also would be uploaded, see section III.1.3...

1.

Prompting the user’s/pposc’s statement why any A-crC0n is lawfully
disclosed by the ETCI’s specification or its prosecution records –
comprising the details of its conjuncted E-crC0nk, 1≤n≤N, 1≤k≤Kn.

Window III.1.2.test2.:

9

Entering the user’s/pposc’s explanations of the virtually
lawful disclosure of any A-crC0n/E-crC0nk
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Is this ETCI pposc-enabling for all A-crCs?

III.1.2.test4.

Bilski: Is this ETCI# more than its TT0#?

REMARK III.1.2.test3.: This section describes the prompting for entering the justification that
the physical implementability of all elements of A-crC also is disclosed, as explained in
III.1.2.test2..
The subtlety hereby is: While an ETCI’s E-crC is indispensable for precisely describing an
ETCI’s meaning, i.e. also the interrelations between the ETCI’s elementary constituents –
which the ETCI’s compound ϵ A-crC often can’t do as too complex – the implementability of the
ϵ E-crC need not be disclosed iff the disclosures of the implementability of ∀ϵA-crC comprise it
for the pposc.
Then this means that the disclosure of this implementability of any ϵA-crC is provably having
the properties modeled by its E-crC0nk, 1≤k≤Kn, the conjunction of which models it. For some
ETCI#, this proof then must be conducted practically, for other ETCIs it is evident.

REMARK III.1.2.test4.: This section describes the prompting for entering, for the ETCI at issue
– being a pair <TT0,A*>, the TT0 of which is unlimitedly preemptive, as is the case in
Bilski/Mayo/Myriad/Alice, otherwise these decisions’ TT0s would have been nonpreemptive or
of limited preemptivity and hence wouldn’t have raised the patent-eligibility question, i.e.
required their encapsulation into an application A* – the justification that its E-crC\EcrCmod(A*#) ≠ Φ, i.e. that its E-crC comprises at least 1 E-crC0nk that does not belong to EcrC(TT0) but to the application A*.
Bilski states: If this ETCI does not meet this criterion, it definitively is patent-noneligible. I.e., it
states that meeting this criterion is a necessary condition for this ETCI’s patent eligibility – it
does not yet state that meeting this criterion is sufficient for patent-eligibility
Note: This criterion is not met by any other application than A*, see REMARK III.1.2.test6..

1.

1.

Prompting the user’s/pposc’s statement why any A-crC0n is implementable
– as disclosed by the ETCI’s specification or its prosecution records – such
that this implementation’s details realize its E-crC0nk, 1≤n≤N, 1≤k≤Kn.

Window III.1.2.test3.:

Prompting the user’s/pposc’s statement that the ETCI comprises an unlimited preemptive TT0 and an application A* both disclosed by the ETCI’s
specification or its prosecution records.

Window III.1.2.test4.:

Entering the user’s/pposc’s basic& detailed statements
explaining all A-crC0n’s implementability

10

Entering that the ETCI meets this necessary patent-eligibility
criterion
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Mayo-/Myriad: Which E-crCs are noneligible?

III.1.2.test6.

REMARK III.1.2.test5.: see REMARKs III.1.2.test3.
The question raised by this FSTP-test5 about the ETCI at issue is whether in its E-crC all ϵ of
one of the exemption classes from patent-eligibility are identifiable. If so, these all are to be
entered into the IES for its test6.
Although this FSTP-test5 presently seems still to be next to trivial for virtually all ETCIs – this
may change any time (e.g. in Nanotech) – it yet provides the rational basis for the criterion
provided by the Alice test (upon closer look even implies it already), which separates patenteligible from patent-noneligible inventions, be they presented as solely TT0s or as applications
A*s of such TT0s: It namely explicates what areas of unlimited preemptivity belong to the scope
of an ETCI.

1.

REMARK III.1.2.test6.: see the REMARKs III.1.2.test3. and III.1.1.test5.
This test decides whether the ETCI at issue is patent-eligible or not – due to its E-crC and the
information provided by test5 about it. The Alice decision is implied by the Supreme Court’s
Mayo and Bilski decisions, as Mayo requires that the impact of an ETCI’s unlimited preemptivity
(see REMARK III.1.2.test4.) be minimal, and Bilski requires that no such TT0 is patent-eligible
– met by Alice by making Bilski’s necessary patent-eligibility condition to an also sufficient one.
This criterion – that for an ETCI holds: that its E-crC\E-crCmod(A*#) ≠ Φ – requires that A* must
contribute to the criterion a crC, by no means satisfiable by any other application paired with
TT0. But any satisfaction creating A* must add to TT0’s increments of inventivity at least one
more.

Prompting the user’s/pposc’s statements ∀ϵ E-crC of COM(ETCI), which of
them are unlimited preemptive, the explanations thereof, and that there is
no other unlimited preemptive ϵ E-crC.

Window III.1.2.test5.:

Alice: Is the ETCI patent-eligible?

1.

Prompting the user’s/pposc’s statement that the ETCI comprises an application A* – disclosed by the ETCI’s specification or its prosecution records
– limiting TT0’s unlimited preemptivity to A*’s impact on the scope(TT0#).

Window III.1.2.test6.:

Entering ∀ϵ patent-noneligible in E-crC and justifications

11

Entering A* makes this ETCI only limited preemptive
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Are all E-crCs independent?

III.1.2.test8.

KSR: Where may RS anticipate the ETCI?

REMARK III.1.2.test7.: As announced already by REMARK III.1...#5, the preceding stereotypically same window is no longer shown in this description of the IES UI – but any single meaning of the respective input the IES would prompt a user for. Sometimes any such input is
bipartite and then the user may have to click the corresponding buttons. As to this FSTP-test7:
The indispensability of the independence of all ϵ E-crC for quantitatively determining an ETCI’s
“creative height” over some RS∪posc (= reference set of prior art documents ∪ pertinent
ordinary skill and creativity) is not yet noticed by the US SPL ETCI precedents.
However, this number of independent ideas – clearly identifiable and separable of each other if
only the crCs they create are simple enough, i.e. are E-crCs – is the number of “independent
thoughts necessary to be created by an ETCI’s inventor for finding the ETCI when starting from
RS∪posc”. This fundamental insight into inventions’ being comes from the German BGH in its
2008 Gegenstandstraeger decision.
Without this insight, there is no measurement unit for quantitatively determining an invention’s
creative height over RS∪posc – since ever causing troubles in courts’ obviousness decisions.
Another deficiency of all these obviousness decisions, clearly addressed by the Supreme
Court’s KSR decision, is that they never clarified up front, what the serious or the marginal differences are between the ETCI’s E-crCs’ meanings and those of the corresponding prior art.
The FSTP-Test eliminates this deficiency by forcing the user/pposc to clarify – after clarifying
the logical resilience of the ϵ E-crC by this FSTP-test7 as being independent – by construing in
its KSR test the ANM (= anticipation/nonanticipation matrix). By its “A” entries the user/pposc
decides up front, which of the A-crCin, 1≤i≤I, 1≤n≤N, are corresponding to the ETCI’s A-crC0n
and which of the E-crCink, 1≤i≤I, 1≤n≤N, 1≤k≤Kn, are corresponding to the ETCI’s E-crC0nk.
More precisely he/she decides: If an E-crCink counterpart to the E-crC0nk doesn’t exist or is
substantially different, then the ink-entry of the ANM is “N”, otherwise “A”.
Thus, the I+1 lines of the ANM (the first one representing the ϵ E-crC) and its K columns, as
determined by the following KSR test, i.e. FSTP-test8, provides the complete set of all ϵA-crCwise A/N information embodied by the RS – and in these ϵA-crC-chunks combinable into
“anticipation combinations, ACs” of an ETCI (i.e. not cherry-picking A-entries for the E-crC0nk
of an A-crC0n from different doci’s A-crCin) – required for automatically computing by the Graham
test, i.e. FSTP-test9, the quantified creative height of the ETCI as represented by its E-crC.
Returning to this test7: It deals with the ETCI as usual and prompts the IES user for clarification
of only this single independency question of all ϵ E-crC of the ETCI at issue.

REMARK III.1.2.test8.: see REMARKs III.1.2.test2.
RS=Φ holds also if an ETCI is so novel that it has no prior art. Otherwise, the user must derive
the “AN-Matrix, ANM” from the ETCI’s E-crC and ∀TTiϵRS, as just described.
The ANM evidently comprises the generalization of the Supreme Court’s KSR decision. But the
ANM also refines it considerably, in that it enables a preciseness hitherto unknown in construing prima facie cases of obviousness. Hitherto, these use only colloquial language and “hand
waving” in defining it and in showing that it anticipates an invention at issue – while this sloppiness is excluded here: By the ANM an AC – and hence a combination of prior art or a single
document of it in RS – anticipates the ETCI at issue iff AC’s K-tuple comprises only As.
Proceeding in this way evidently reduces the obviousness problem to a novelty problem++.

1. Prompting the user’s statements for any of the K ϵ E-crC that it notionally is
not combinable from notions of the remaining K-1 ϵ E-crC.

1. Prompting the user to notice the creative height of the ETCI over the RS

1. Prompting the user’s statements for any ink-A/N-entry of the ANM, just as
the explanation of this A/N-entry.

III.1.2.test9.

Graham: Is the ETCI patentable?

REMARK III.1.2.test9.: see REMARKs III.1.2.test7.
The creative height of an ETCI over RS then by common sense is understood as the minimal
number K*ϵ[0,K] of Ns comprised by any AC combinable over the ANM.
Any so for K* minimal AC – for many ETCIs (with or without an RS≠Φ) not unique – is called
“ACK*”. Let |ACK*|I∷= I*ϵ[0,|RS|] denote the number of doci contributing to ACK*.
Finding in particular all AC0s – any one of these and only these would render the ETCI
nonpatentable – is a finite problem that the IES resolves for the user. Thereby holds:
●If |AC0|I=0, then the ETCI is anticipated by posc, ● if |AC0|I=1, denoting only 1 doci*, i*ϵ
[1,|RS|], which then anticipates the ETCI, and ●if |AC0|I=q, with 2≤q≤3, then the ETCI is
obvious over RS (i.e. that q>3 by the current SPL precedents is excluded from justifying
obviousness).
But the IES would also deliver, on user request, all other ACK*s and their details.

and, if desired, also all the justifications of this result of FSTP-test9.
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III.1.3..b

Managing this ETCI & Navigating in it

Navigating on this DS(ETCI)

REMARK III.1.3..: These operations are only occasionally supported by the IES’s prompting –
what to dive into would be going below the level of the abstractness that this description of the
IES UI is on. But they are commonly known from many other nontrivial IT application systems
Each subsection below is represented by a window that has its own identifier.
By PRIMER the user gets more detailed operational information about this window, the first of
which is the short menu leading to the various states of this window.

III.1.3..b.1

III.1.3..a

1. CONTROLPOINT enables the user to navigate on the DS(ETCI).
2. D(ISCLOSURES), U(SER INPUT), L(EGAL) and A(NNOTATION), at the top left,
determine which information shall be displayed.
3. CONNECTTOPROMPT draws up the prompting window for the component just
indicated by the Control Point.

Navigating by the FSTP-Test’s ControlPoint

The CONTROLPOINT is represented by the second top left icon. Clicking it displays the current
location of the IES in the ETCI’s FSTP-Test, just as on user demand all components of the
DS(ETCI) the user previously entered and the structure of the DS(ETCI). The “+“ and “–“ above
the components’ IES-names pull up/push down any A-/E-inC(s) and/or its(their) components.
The cursor on an IES-name shows its user-name(s) below the former.

Managing the DS(ETCI)

III.1.3..a.1
Open an ETCI
1. ETCI LIST, with ETCI identifiers, enables the IES to provide this service for
a new or existing ETCI – it is opened just as it was left.
(The following operations …a.1-…a.5 refer to this ETCI’s DS(ETCI) as “it”).
III.1.3..a.2
Make a version based copy of it
1. COPY, right of the ETCI identifier, enables the IES to provide this service.
2. COMMENTS enables the user to annotate this copy.
3. SAVE makes the IES store this user input into the DS(ETCI).

III.1.3..b.2

Navigating by the DS(ETCI)’s HyperTree

The HYPERTREE is represented by the first top left icon. Graphically, DS(ETCI)’s logical structure is a(n upside-down) tree – here called “HyperTree”, as it is a stack of trees (see FIG2), any
slice of this stack representing a doci, 0≤i≤I=|RS|, any doci tree’s structure, 1≤i≤I, forcibly
being the same as the tree structure of doc0 – which is the logical “lead structure” of RS, if ≠Φ.
This does not apply to the “synchronous” representation of this stack’s common logical structure: Insofar as all doci are equal, 0≤i≤I. Yet each of these synchronous representations is on
its slice subdivided into 3 nested areas: The central one showing the resp. ETCI and its ETCIelements, the middle one their A-crCs, the outer one their E-crCs, each such item identified by
its IES- or user-name. For doc0 these names are shown as underlined if belonging to the
ETCI’s TT0 (irrelevant for doci, i≥1), and for doc.i, i≥1 – i.e. irrelevant for doc0 – in red, if it
anticipates its peer component in doc0.

III.1.3..a.3
Delete it
1. DELETE, right of the ETCI identifier, enables the IES to provide this service.
2. DELETE also confirms the IES’s double-checking question.
III.1.3..a.4
Define/Modify components and their meanings of it
1. BACK takes the user back to the element/concept the meaning of which
he/she wants to define or modify.
2. DEFINE enables the user to enter the definition of this meaning/modification.

1. HYPERTREE also enables the user to navigate on the DS(ETCI).
2. D,U,L,A,CONNECTTOPROMPT have the meanings as in Window III.1.3..b.1.
3. Clicking the slide name of this stack pulls it to the top. Then double-clicking
one of its items shifts it to the center of the display area with 3 circles
around it showing said 3 areas. The cursor may shift this middle point to
anywhere, performing the corresponding hyperbolic transformation on the
slides. Clicking it and then clicking PULLUPDOCI has the evident effect.

III.1.3..a.5
Associate MUIs to components of it
1. MARK UP enables the user to select a document from the list of uploaded
documents, navigate in it to said area to be marked up and mark it up.
2. ADD MARK enters this markup into the DS(ETCI).
3. COMMENT enables annotating this markup.
4. SHOW displays all markups and also enables modifying or deleting them.
13
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1) (a) input:

COM(ETCI#)

(b) justof∀1≤n≤N:
A-crC0n’’
(c) justof∀ϵCOM(ETCI#): COM(ETCI#)
(d) justof:
Biosig-test
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

justofCOM(ETCI):
justof∀1≤n≤N:
justof:
justof:
justof:

7) justof∀1≤n≤N˄1≤k≤Kn:
8) justof∀111≤ink≤INKn:
9)

∷=
=
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values of I,N,K1,…, KN, and user-names for the ETCI and (optional) for ∀ ϵ of the set
A-crC∷= {A-crC0n | 1≤n≤N} ∪ E-crC∷= {E-crC0nk| 1≤n≤N ˄ 1≤k≤Kn };
∧1≤k≤KnE-crC0nk, 1≤n≤N, whereby A-crC0n’’∷= A-crC0n mod({∀ϵE-ncrC0n});
is (definite over posc) ˄ (E-COM(<TT0,Φ>#)describes a useful ˄ E-COM(ETCI#) describes a new&useful invention);
is passed: iff this COM(ETCI#) is definite˄complete;
iff
iff
iff
iff
iff

∀ϵCOM(ETCI#) are lawfully disclosed: COM(ETCI#)=> COM(ETCI);
∀ϵA-crC0n its implementability is disclosed “for being E-crC tested ”;
E-crC\E-crCmod(A*#) ≠ Φ;
ULPE-crC∷=∀ϵ {E-crC unlimitedly preemptive} are identifiable;
(1)-5) hold) ˄ ∄ϵ(E-crC\ULPE-crC) that is unlimitedly preemptive;

ETCI Disclosure-test
ETCI Enabling-test
Bilski-test
Mayo-/Myriad-test
Alice-test

is passed:
is passed:
is passed:
is passed:
is passed:

Independence-test
KSR(RS)-test
Graham(RS)-test

is passed: iff ∀ϵ {E-crC0nk | 1≤n≤N ˄ 1≤k≤Kn} are independent of each other;
is passed: iff ∀ ANM(i,n,k)∷= if (E-crCink = E-crC0nk or equal within their tolerances) then “A” else ”N”;
is passed: iff <∀nkϵ = A> ∉ {∀AC over ANM}.

FIG1: The FSTP-Test – Analyzing an ETCI = <TT0,A*>, described by its COM(ETCI), for its Meeting all 9 Requirements Stated by the MBA Framework

FIG2: The Stack of Logical Structures of the I+1 doci of an ETCI – with I=0 for Claim Interpretation & Claim Construction
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